
Text	Mining	– Part	2

Opinion	Mining	/	Sentiment	Analysis

Combining	Text	procession	with	Machine	Learning



Data	Mining
§Data	Mining	is	the	non-trivial	extraction	of	previously	unknown	and	
potentially	useful	information	from	(large	collections	of)	data

Real Predictive Analysis
We want to find hidden patterns in the data

It does not tell us some magic answer(s)

It only gives us more data (or information) which needs to be assessed to
see if it is useful

Can help us understand what is going on in our data => Patterns

Ideally suited to a company that was a mature(ish) BI environment

Data	Mining	is	about	explaining	the	past	

to	

predict	the	future.	



Sentiment	Analysis

§ Sentiment	analysis	or	opinion	mining
§ Computational	study	of	opinions,		sentiments,		evaluations,		attitudes,		
appraisal,		affects,		views,		emotions,		subjectivity,		etc.,		expressed	in	text.

§ Reviews,		blogs,		discussions,		news,		comments,		feedback,	or	any	other	
documents.

§ Terminology:
§ Sentiment	analysis	is	more	widely	used	in	industry.
§ Opinion	mining

§ But	they	can	be	used	interchangeably



Sentiment	Analysis
§Determine	the	Sentiment	of	a	Document

§Blog,		forum,		review,		etc.

§ Positive	or	Negative	Sentiment

§Use	machine	learning	techniques

§Using	Previously	labelled
§ Done	by	human	– Easiest	to	get	started	with
§ Various	options	for	automatic	machine	learning	– needs	NLP	&	ML		experts	and	
lots	of	coding

Data	Mining	is	about	explaining	the	past	

to	

predict	the	future.	



Typical	Application	Areas
§Twitter	
§Social	Media
§Product	Reviews
§Call	Centre
§Customer	Interactions
§Discussion	Forums
§Stock	Market	investment

Allows	us	to	do	Sentiment	
Analysis	on	a	large	scale

We	need	a	tool(s)	that	can	
scale



Firstly,	let	me	say	that	both	the	visual	effects	and	sound	track	are	both	great,	but	
it's	all	down	hill	from	there.	The	opening	scene,	I	completely	agree	with	Scotty	
when	he	says	"You	know	how	completely	ridiculous	it	is	to	hide	a	starship on	the	
bottom	of	the	ocean?"	Yes	this	ridiculous,	it	is	a	spaceship	not	a	submarine.	The	
ship	could	have	stayed	in	orbit	and	either	beamed	the	cold	fusion	device	directly	
into	the	volcano	or	beamed	Spock	with	the	device	down	and	then	beamed	him	
up.	This	entire	scene	feels	like	it	was	an	excuse	to	get	the	cast	into	23rd	century	
swimmers.	Next,	the	effect	when	the	ships	go	into	warp	has	changed	since	the	
last	film.	Why	do	the	ships	leave	a	trail	of	shiny	star	dust	at	warp?	When	Star	Trek	
was	rebooted	in	the	last	film,	the	warp	effect	was	updated,	this	was	the	time	to	
add	this	(I	still	wouldn't	have	liked	this	effect).	They	should	have	kept	this	effect	
consistent	for	both	films.	Though	this	film	comes	after	the	Enterprise	series,	
making	it	canon,	the	appearance	of	the	Klingons,	the	design	of	the	Bat'leth and	
the	Bird	of	Prey	have	all	been	changed.	These	are	all	key	Star	Trek	components	
are	shouldn't	be	tampered	with.	Having	Dr. Carol	Marcus	change	uniforms	in	a	
shuttle	while	Kirk	is	asked	to	turn	his	back,	is	just	a	pathetic	excuse	to	see	Alice	
Eve	in	her	underwear,	and	is	completely	unnecessary	to	the	story.	Many	parts	of	

Sentiment	Analysis
Star	Trek	Into	Darkness



Several fields of computing merge
§Natural language processing

• It deals with the actual text element. It transforms it into a format that the 
machine can use.

§Artificial intelligence
§ It uses the information given by the NLP and uses a lot of maths to determine 

whether something is negative or positive.

§ Commercial tools allows you to easily perform Text Mining
§ Using (typically) classification techniques 

§ Allows a Data Analysts to do this and concentrate on the task
§ Isolated from the underlying complexity

§ A lot of these (routine) tasks are automated for you



How	is	it	done	with	Oracle	Text	&	Oracle	Advanced	Analytics
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What	does	the	Text	mining	do?

Tokenization Stop	Word Punctuation Text	Ready	
for	DM



Tokenization

§Tokenization is	the	process	of	breaking	a	stream	of	text	
up	into	words,		phrases,		symbols,		or	other	meaningful	
elements	called	tokens.	

§ The	list	of	tokens	becomes	input	for	further	processing	such	as parsing or text	mining
§All	contiguous	strings	of	alphabetic	characters	are	part	of	one	
token;	likewise	with	numbers.

§ Tokens	are	separated	by whitespace characters,		such	as	a	
space	or	line	break,		or	by	punctuation	characters.

§ Punctuation	and	whitespace	may	or	may	not	be	included	in	the	
resulting	list	of	tokens.



Stop	Words
§stop	words are	words	which	are	filtered	out	prior	to,		or	
after,	 processing	of	natural	language data	(text)



Punctuations

• Characters	that	are	defined	as punctuations are	removed	from	
a	token	before	text	indexing
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What	does	the	machine	learning	do	?
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Other Applications
§ Stock Market

§ Automated buys and sells
§ Stock Indexes Collapse in Minutes as the Computers Take Over

§ May 6 2010
§ shares of blue-chipper defensive buy Proctor Gamble (PG), dropping over $22 (or 37%) almost instantly. 

Nobody really knows what happened, but it has been speculated that someone entered a trade that was an 
error. 

§ Too many zeros. Instead of 1,600 shares, they accidentally tried to sell 16 million or so. Oops!



Automatic Trading

§ In what one trader described as "pure chaos," the three-minute plunge triggered by the tweet 
briefly wiped out $136.5 billion - approximately €105bn - of the S&P 500 index's value, 
according to Reuters data.



Trading Based on Sentiment

§ Actively traded Fund based on sentiment trends on 
Tweeter

§ Claim – 86% accuracy within 3 days

§ Online Trading System includes Tweeter Sentiment 
when viewing stocks



• Tracking	customer	Sentiment	– Call	Centre	&	Customer	retention
• Part	of	Customer	Churn	management
• Combined	with	other	Predictive	Analytics	methods
• Ensemble	Data	Mining/Predictive	Analytics

• Can	we	predict	what	timeframe	they	might	churn?

• Is	this	Big	Data?
• Most	of	this	processing	is	done	on	a	Laptop/Desktop

Customer	Sentiment



Insurance	Fraud

Insurers discovered a total 118,500 false claims were made, equivalent to 2,279 a week.

• Using	Predictive	Analytics	assess	each	Claim	as	it	is	received
• Identify	possibility	of	it	being	a	Claim
• Identify	possible	Claim	Amount
• Measure	of	Risk	Exposure	:		Used	to	manage	work	flow	and	priority
• Identify	potential	fraud

• Works	in	conjunction	with	other	Fraud	prevention	measures
• Supports		Claim	Risk	Exposure	measures

• Various	regulatory,	group	and	share	holder	requirements	on	Risk	Exposure


